The Better Together update is here. Explore massive multiplayer servers directly from the game menu and play with friends on all different devices. Explore randomly generated worlds and build amazing things from the simplest of homes to the grandest of castles.

April 30th, 2018 - The ultimate crafting guide for Minecraft. Find ALL the latest recipes to craft anything in Minecraft.


April 27th, 2018 - Basic Minecraft crafting recipes. Crafting table, torch sticks, furnace and chest. Minecraft recipes.

April 27th, 2018 - Are you keen on reading books? Guide book mod is an interesting game that meets your needs. This mod is the best choice to find all the recipes that are necessary in Minecraft.

April 29th, 2018 - A parent's guide to playing Minecraft with your kids.


January 31st, 2010 - This tutorial takes you through the steps of setting up your own server using the default server software that Mojang distributes free of charge. The software may be installed on most operating systems including Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, and BSD. For more tutorials, see the bottom of this page or tapping "converting 3D models to 2D images" in the bottom menu.

January 31st, 2010 - This tutorial takes you through the steps of setting up your own server using the default server software that Mojang distributes free of charge. The software may be installed on most operating systems including Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, and BSD. For more tutorials, see the bottom of this page or tapping "converting 3D models to 2D images" in the bottom menu.


April 16th, 2018 - PC Cheats. Minecraft Wiki Guide. IGN.


April 30th, 2018 - introduction. binvox and viewvox can be of help when trying to build a voxelized version of a 3D mesh in Minecraft executables are available for Linux 32 and 64 bit, Mac OS X, and Windows.


April 29th, 2018 - A Fun And Colorful Beginner's Guide To Minecraft. Learn How To Survive Your First Few Hours In The Game. Craft Some Tools, Make A Hut, And Live To See Another Day.

April 29th, 2018 - The big book of building everything. Imagine it, create it, build it. Triumph books on Amazon.com. Free shipping on qualifying offers. Brought to you by the authors and editors that created the "the big book of building everything" in the bottom menu.

April 29th, 2018 - The definitive guide to building a Minecraft Server on Raspberry Pi.

April 29th, 2018 - The better together update is here. Explore massive multiplayer servers directly from the game menu and play with friends on all different devices. Explore randomly generated worlds and build amazing things from the simplest of homes to the grandest of castles.